Figure 1. Default DSSP Assignment for 1c3y Fragment
The variations between the secondary structure assignments for different NMR models of the same protein illustrate the impact of fluctuations on structure and highlight the difficulty of predicting protein structure. 1cy3 structure from [59] . 
indicates why caps are difficult to predict. is, the difference between proteins with the same tertiary structure should be minimized. This means that a "good"
Here, we show that the DSSPcont assignment successfully distinguishes between sharp and fuzzy caps. We secondary structure assignment scheme should minimize the influence of small structural variations due to found that secondary structure assignments varied less between different NMR models for the same protein noise in the experimental determination process and thermal fluctuations. We can therefore evaluate an asthan between X-ray structures of close homologs. The continuous assignment of secondary structure insignment scheme by comparing assignments within structural families of proteins (different sequences, simicreases the assignment similarity in both cases. We also show that the variation between NMR models correlates lar structures) or between different NMR models of a protein (same sequences, similar structures).
with thermal motion, and that DSSPcont reproduces the variation observed between all models of a protein from the assignment based on a single model. Thus,
Continuum of Secondary Structure Assignment
We introduce a continuous assignment of secondary DSSPcont captures information about thermal motion. The continuous assignment is publicly available (see structure (DSSPcont). In our approach, we chose to rely on NMR models to develop DSSPcont; however, we also Experimental Procedures). We determined the optimal set of weights for DSSPcont using the entire set of 211 proteins through a stepwise gradient descent. Weights optimal for randomly chosen subsets of the 211 proteins were similar; that is, the optimal set of weights was robust.
Results

Fine-Tuning the Weights
We found the optimal set of weights using the entire NMR data set containing 211 proteins by a stepwise Continuous Assignment of Secondary Structure Choosing Weights for the Hydrogen gradient descent ( Figure 2B) can maximally obtain 53% of the DSSPcont probability. 1 or 0, ⌺ h w h ϵ 1, and for example, three structural classes The default DSSP hydrogen bond threshold (Ϫ0.5 kcal/ c ʦ {GHI,EB,LST}. DSSPcont ic describes the probability mol) occurred near the center of the weighting scheme, that a given residue i is in class c. To score a given with 53% probability weight for the weaker thresholds weighting scheme, we used the different models reand 26% for the stronger thresholds. Thus, the convenported in NMR structure ensembles and calculated the tional DSSP tends to under-rather than to overassign average difference between single model assignments regular secondary structure. and the mean assignment (Equation 2). The best weightDSSPcont Correlates with Variations ing scheme consequently ensured that the assignment between NMR Models extracted as much information as possible from the sinThe continuous assignment for 1cy3 appeared to corregle NMR model given.
late well with variations between the NMR models (FigCoarse-Grained Optimum Well Defined ure 3B). Most strikingly, the transition from ␣ helix to The 100 best weighting schemes were all similar for mixed ␣-helical/turn states observed for residues 23 and helix {GHI}, strand {EB}, and other {LST} (Figure 2A ). This 28 in the NMR ensemble was captured by DSSPcont similarity indicated that the weighting scheme had a from one model alone ( Figure 3B ). To further define this well-defined stable global optimum. As expected, the correlation, we analyzed a complete database of homolmost dominant weights were found close to the default ogous X-ray structures and NMR structural ensembles. DSSP hydrogen bond threshold of Ϫ0.5 kcal/mol. The weight for the Ϫ0.2 kcal/mol threshold was consistently Properties of the Continuous DSSP Assignment low, while the adjacent threshold at Ϫ0.3 kcal/mol was DSSP States Largely Maintained by DSSPcont consistently high (Figure 2A ). This prompted us to insert We found that all states were dominated by the original DSSP assignment when the DSSPcont assignments another threshold at Ϫ0.25 kcal/mol. Figure 3 ) were affected most: 10% of the probability mass was assigned ous transition appeared to exist from the helix conformation (GHI), through short helices with few hydrogen as ␤ strand. Consequently, the default DSSP ␤ bridge often constitutes an ignored ␤ strand that would have bonds (T), to spirals/bends without hydrogen bonds (S), and finally to nonregular conformations (L). This sugbeen assigned given a lower hydrogen bond threshold. Conversely, the B state received probability mass from gested a poor description of the energies involved, because we would expect a disfavored intermediate value the states L, S, and T, resulting in a 15% net increase of the overall probability mass for state B (Table 1) .
[27]. Two effects may be involved: (1) Assume that all NMR models for one protein are, on 2). For the Adiff score, both assignments appeared similar due to small differences in the overall occurrences average, equally accurate, and that we know only one model. How well can we then predict the secondary (Table 1 ). Large differences dominate the Armsd score (sum over squares), while many small differences domistructure of all other models? The average Q tot (Equation 5) prediction performance between NMR models using nate the Adiff score. Hence, the differences between two continuous assignments were common but small. The average propensities for the eight secondary structure states were compiled on 1534 nonhomologous X-ray and NMR protein chains (values given in percentages). The state propensities remained nearly unchanged between the default DSSP and DSSPcont assignments. The small differences observed show a small flow from the loop and tight helix states (GSL) to the more regular helix and strand structures (HEB). [29] . Hence, the best models, we were able to validate the stipulated correlation ( Figures 5 and 6 ). In contrast, observed variation between high-quality NMR models, thermal fluctuations appeared to be the major contribuit also correlates with mobility related to protein function. tor to DSSPcont assignments for different NMR models Thus, continuous secondary structure assignments can (Figure 8) , suggesting that the experimental noise tends predict conformational variations from a single X-ray to cancel when averaging over many good NMR strucstructure and thereby may assist predictions of functiontures.
ally important residues. More generally, it may help to pave the way to automatically generate valid hypotheses Continuous Assignment Affects Structure from protein structures. Finally, the continuous assignAnalysis, Comparison, and Prediction ment appears to describe ends of regular secondary Continuous assignment of secondary structure is likely structure segments (helices and strand) more accurately to improve methods that employ secondary structure than discrete assignments. Often these caps carry imassignments for structure comparison [32] , threading portant information about function and structure. Hence, [33] , and prediction of conformational switches [34] . One the continuum may sharpen the tools that already profit major advantage of continuous assignment is that ragfrom discrete assignments. ged helix caps and weak strand segments are less likely Using one NMR model to predict the default DSSP assignment of another highlights the problem of discrete assignments. The influence of small structural variations between NMR models from the same protein was substantial; only 67% of all models had more than 85% of the residues assigned to the same DSSP state ([B]; eight classes). When grouping the eight states into three classes, 95% of all models had more than 85% identical three-class assignments. Translated to the 20 NMR models usually deposited in PDB, this implies that one or two of them would have a three-class prediction below 85%. (A and C) The agreement was considerably lower for X-ray structures of homologous proteins. This variation was most likely due to 3D misalignments and sequence-induced structural changes. These results suggest that the assignment problem will dominate more strongly as predictors increase in performance. (D) The correlation was markedly higher for the continuous DSSP assignment: 11% of the protein pairs had an average correlation of 0.8 or worse using the DSSP assignment, while only 5% for DSSPcont (three classes).
proteins. We sampled the following nonnormalized values w h ϭ 1, chains selected were either representative chains or substitutes for a representative chain (Z score Ն 10). To ensure good quality X-ray 3, 5 ∀ h Ն Ϫ0.5 kcal/mol and w h ϭ 0.25, 1, 2 ∀ h Ͻ Ϫ0.5 kcal/mol on ten NMR proteins with a total of 474 models (Figure 2A) . To finestructures, we discarded all structures with resolutions above 2.5 Å and chains having less than 70% of the residues in the most favored tune the weighting scheme, we performed a simple gradient descent optimization for 50, 100, 150, and 211 proteins ( Figure 2B) . region of Ramachandran angles [36] . where N is the number of residues, i counts over all the amino acids, recently determined structures tend to use more powerful isotopeand c is a given class. Adiff is also used as a single number to score edited 3D and 4D spectroscopic methods. Our selection classified an assignment scheme by comparing all NMR models m to the 39% of all NMR structures considered (Ն10 models, Ն30 residues) average assignment over all models (applying A ic and B ic ϭ to be of good quality. Good quality structures as defined by this ͗DSSPcont ic ͘ m ) and by then summing over the classes. protocol had an average of 79.3% residues with backbone dihedral Armsd angles in the most favored Ramachandran area and 17.3 NOEs per
Missing Quality Criteria for NMR Structures
The root-mean-square difference between two assignments A, B is residue.
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